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in Ukraine are calling for the reinstatement of former
US security chief John Negroponte to oversee Kiev’s

investigation into the Maidan uprising in 2014.
MOSCOW (Sputnik) — The US ambassador to Ukraine

on Wednesday denied that he was considering
leaving his post and urged Ukrainian authorities to
resolve the situation surrounding ousted President

Viktor Yanukovich’s poisoning. "In regard to the
situation at the moment, I’m here in my position as

the US ambassador to Ukraine. I have a lot of friends
in the Ukrainian government. I’m not being

considered for consideration to leave my position. I’m
doing my job. I intend to do my job for the full time
that it takes to do the job." - Ambassador to Ukraine
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Geoffrey Pyatt "We don’t know what the results are of
the investigation yet. There’s an investigation taking
place, and I hope the investigation is thorough and

that justice is done," Pyatt said. On Tuesday,
parliament's Foreign Affairs Committee cited former

US security chief John Negroponte, who was in charge
of US security policy in the Bush administration,

among "key witnesses" to the Euromaidan protests.
The committee also said Negroponte will be called to

answer questions during a probe in February.
Meanwhile, in an interview with Reuters news

agency, Ukraine’s former Interior Minister Arsen
Avakov said that the results of the investigation by

the SBU (Ukraine’s Security Service) were
inconclusive. He also said that Kiev was considering
using Italian forensic experts to examine possible

contamination of the former president’s blood
samples. In November, independent chemical experts

hired by Yanukovich’s lawyers found "evidence of
possible contamination" when they tested his blood
and hair samples. Ukrainian prosecutors have since

launched an investigation 0cc13bf012

Though the queen consort consented to his coronation, King George III remained uneasy with the new order. He had
hoped to pass that leadership to his son, Prince Frederick. When William was finally established as King, however,

George III found the prince's attitude unacceptable.. Colaj Muzica De Petrecere Download Zippy Share Vorschau Spaywar
Opp. Baseball, the national pastime. Police, or on a freeway. For anyone who wants to play with the glow of their

smartphone. Colaj Muzica De Petrecere Download Zippy Share Vorschau Spaywar Opp.Q: Swift: Calling a method from
another class I have looked through several other posts about this but can't find an answer. My method is within another

class and I'm trying to call it from another class. However I'm getting the following error message: "Value of type
'UIViewController' has no member'setCollection'" Here's the code I'm trying to run: class FocusViewController:

UIViewController { func setCollection() { let path = getUserHomePath() let path = path + "/ResearchNotes.ipbx" let path
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= path + "/ResearchNotes.ipbx" let dbPath = path let note = Data() var asset:Note! self.dataFile = dataFile.path
note.save(dbPath) if note.dataFile.path!= self.dataFile.path { self.table.reloadData() } collection = self.table.collection()

var collection = false } A: Turns out the problem was that I didn't need to subclass ViewController when I was using a
navigation controller to navigate to a view controller. Once I removed the subclass it worked fine. // // AppDelegate.swift
// ProtonMail // // Created by Adam DHill on 28/03/19. // Copyright © 2019 Proton Technologies AG. All rights reserved. //

import UIKit @UIApplicationMain class AppDelegate
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CC BY-SA 4.0 In 1987, after the fall of the Berlin wall, a pair of Russian women appeared on German TV and answered

two questions about life behind the soviet bloc: “Do you have room in your hearts for Germans?” and “Do you find
Germans untrustworthy, deceitful and hypocritical?” Now, you can have the same experience as the Germans of the

day, when you can watch the episode and try to believe, for a moment, that there is a Germany. The first question, “Do
you have room in your hearts for Germans?” set off a firestorm. One respondent found herself in an interview on

Austrian television, explaining how she felt about people she thought had done nothing but harm to her country. A week
later, in Stern, a renowned German magazine, Gerlinde Koelblin wrote the most poignant response. She wrote about

how she felt betrayed by her home country, an experience that echoed with most people. The response, as well as the
question itself, was declared “un-German.” Not exactly, according to that other Russian woman, Svetlana Chernetskaya.
She was less emotional, responding to the question on the cold-war German state television ARD: “Do you find Germans
untrustworthy, deceitful and hypocritical?” She said “No.” In a speech on the issue, she appealed to the German people

to remember that once upon a time, people were “pals” with Germans, but because of the aggressive attitude of the
German leadership, “we’ve turned into enemies.” Growing up, Chernetskaya was a loyal Soviet girl who felt the clear
violation of her country’s rights in the USSR. Then she grew up, and re-evaluated her position. She found herself in
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